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Podaktivnost »Uvedba modela kompetenc znanja in veščin ter usposabljanje in 
izobraževanje v pravosodju« se izvaja  v okviru operacije Učinkovito pravosodje, ki jo 
sofinancirata Evropska unija iz Evropskega socialnega sklada in Republika Slovenija
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Traditional MLA framework | adequate but fragmented
Mutual recognition-based instruments
• European Freezing Order
• European Evidence Warrant (EEW) 
Icing on the cake: free movement of evidence?
EIO proposal | Feather in Belgium’s cap?
EIO Directive
• Nothing but a con: more fragmentation
• Mutual recognition: the new religion
• Mutual distrust: the new black
• Grounds for refsual
• Specific investigative measures
• No free movement of evidence
Structure 
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overview (non-limited)
• 1962 Benelux Treaty
• CoE 1959 MLA Convention + Protocols 1978 & 2001
• 1990 Schengen Implementing Convention
• 1997 Naples II Convention
• EU 2000 MLA Convention + 2001 Protocol
• 2004 Benelux Police Treaty 
• EU 2006 ‘Swedish’ FD
• Prüm Convention/2008 EU Prüm Decisions
principal rules of play
• inter-state cooperation
• coercive/intrusive measures/actions: exequatur or transfer procedure, 
compatibilty with law requested state + dual criminality
convention shopping for certain (special) cooperation forms
• hot pursuit, cross-border surveillance, controlled delivery, covert 
investigations, JITs
Tradit ional MLA framework | Adequate but fragmented
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to be implemented domestically
principal rules of play
• between locally competent judicial authorities
• no more exequatur or transfer procedures
• blind recognition – via order (+ certificate) or warrant
• dual criminality requirement basically abandoned
• refusal for (disguised) fiscal reasons further restricted
MLA sphere: fragmented introduction MR only
• 2003 FD European Freezing Order [infra]
• 2008 European Evidence Warrant (EEW) [infra]
Mutual recognition-based instruments
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immediate execution (within 24 hours)
of freezing orders, aimed at preventing transfer, destruction, conversion, 
disposition or movement etc of objects, documents or data which could
be produced as evidence in criminal proceedings in the issuing MS
• (also of alleged proceeds from crime, equivalent goods, instrumentalities + 
objectum sceleris)
if accompanied by standard certificate
no exequatur procedure
no dual criminality check for offences
• punishable in issuing MS with +3 years
• and appearing in the standard list of 32 ‘list’ offences
freezing maintained until transmission
• following a separate request to that end (awaiting the EEW)
European Freezing Order
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obtaining existing (available) evidence
• house search
• freezing order (with 3rd parties)
• seizure (often requiring house search)
• order to provide/allow access to
obtaining “new” evidence
• hearing, confrontation, covert investigations, analysis, expertise
obtaining evidence “in real time”
• interception telecommunication
• covert investigations
• monitoring bank accounts
EEW | Introductory classif ication
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logical post-freezing step (even if freezing is often not useful/needed)
execution within strict time limits of requests
• for transmission of objects, documents and data
• for seizure, transfer, house search
via uniform EEW
no conversion or exequatur procedure
no dual criminality check if
• no house search is required
• offence in 32-list
• Germany allowed opt-out
• reintroduction dual criminality check for 6/32 offences
goal: fast/efficient mechanism for obtaining existing evidence
• including accounts/transactions (Articles 1-2 Protocol 2001)
• not for new neither for real time evidence
evaluation
• not a proper MR instrument (no decision to be recognized, FRA)
• quite useless
• only existing evidence
• need to rely on traditional MLA in case anything more is needed (which usually
is the case)
• 5 y negotiations | no support any longer | formally repealed January 2016
EEW | Assessment
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2003 Explanatory Memorandum to EC proposal for EEW
• additional FD’s announced, to be consolidated in a single MR instrument for
all forms of MLA
• MR of evidence (if lawfully collected in locus MS?)
2007 TFEU (post-Lisbon): approximation procedural law in view of admissibility
of evidence
2009 Action Plan for the Stockholm Programme
• study on the laws of evidence in criminal proceedings throughout the EU
• = 2009-10 IRCP EC study cross-border evidence gathering & use (open access)
2009 EC Green Paper cross-border collection and admissibility of evidence
Spring 2010 | results Evidence study & Green Paper response presented to MS
2010 proposal for a directive on a European Investigation Order (EIO) [infra]
2010-12 IRCP EC study future judicial cooperation (open access)
summarized in: Free gathering and movement of evidence (open access)
Icing on the cake: free movement of evidence?
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2010/2 Belgian EU Presidency
• despite clash with former Justice Commissioner Reding
• obstinate in tabling its proposal
• co-sponsors: Austria, Bulgaria, Estonia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden
end 2011: general approach agreed in JHA Council
2012-2013 EP and trilogue
3 April 2014 Directive 2014/41/EU adopted
• opt-out by Denmark, no opt-in by Ireland, opt-in by UK (until Brexit)
replaces between member states bound by directive
• 2003 European Freezing Order 
• “corresponding” provisions of
• CoE 1959 MLA Convention + 1978 and 2001 Protocols
• 1990 Schengen Implementing Convention
• 2000 EU MLA Convention + 2001 Protocol
transposition legislation required by 22 May 2017
• deadline missed by most MS
EIO proposal |  Feather in Belgium’s cap?
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effectively a single instrument replacing the fragmented MLA instrumentarium in its entirety?
EIO (Article 34)
• replaces “corresponding” provisions CoE 1959 MLA/Protocols 1978/2001, SIC, EU 2000/Protocol 2001
• EJN asked for MS’ individual positions …
MS bound will continue to apply (at least in part) all ‘replaced’ instruments amongst them
• sending and service of judicial documents (CoE 1959 MLA + EU 2000)
• cross-border invitation/subpoena of witnesses or experts (CoE 1959 MLA)
• denounciation (CoE 1959 MLA + EU 2000)
• spontaneous information exchange (EU 2000)
• joint investigation teams (EU 2000, except 13.8)
• spontaneous suggestion non-requested or unforeseen investigative measures
• cross-border observation (SIC, 2nd Protocol 1959 CoE MLA)
• entirety of traditional MLA instrumentarium for MLA re (via 49.b-f SIC)
• proceedings for claims for damages, clemency proceedings, civil actions joined to criminal proceedings, 
service of judicial documents relating to enforcement of a sentence or a preventive measure, imposition 
of a fine or the payment of costs for proceedings, measures relating to the deferral of delivery or 
suspension of enforcement of a sentence or a preventive measure, conditional release or stay or 
interruption of enforcement of a sentence or a preventive measure
• mediation role Eurojust? (EU Protocol 2001, only for traditional MLA?)
EIO | Nothing but a con: more fragmentation | 1
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MS bound will continue to apply amongst them, in parrallel with the EIO
• 1962 Benelux Treaty
• 1997 Naples II Convention
• 2004 Benelux Police Treaty
• EU 2006 ‘Swedish’ FD
• Prüm Convention/2008 EU Prüm Decisions
in their relations with Denmark-Ireland, MS bound by EIO will continue to apply
• 2003 FD European Freezing Order 
• CoE 1959 MLA Convention + Protocol 1978
• 1990 Schengen Implementation Convention
• EU 2000 MLA Convention + 2001 Protocol (Denmark)
• Protocol 2001 to CoE 1959 MLA Convention (Ireland)
Schengen acquis | relations between bound MS and Norway-Iceland-Switserland-Liechtenstein
• CoE 1959 MLA Convention + Protocol 1978
• 1990 Schengen Implementation Convention
• Norway-Iceland: also EU 2000 MLA Convention + 2001 Protocol
• Switserland-Liechtenstein: some provisions EU MLA Convention
EIO | Nothing but a con: more fragmentation | 2
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MR fetish
• belief paradigm, linked to superiority paradigm
characteristics
• execution of ‘orders’ instead of granting assistance as ‘requested’
• speediness and prioritisation as in national cases (30/90 days)
• for any investigative measure
• v ‘widest measure of mutual assistance’ (CoE 1959 Convention)
• “alternatives” if a measure “does not exist” or is “not available in a similar domestic case”
• investigative measures that must be “always available”
• existing evidence
• information from police or judicial databases, directly accessible in criminal matters
• hearing of witness, expert, victim, suspect or accused or third party
• non-coercive investigative measures
• identification of persons via telephone numbers and IP addresses
realistic? [no]
• IRCP/EC Study on the laws of evidence (maintaining flexibility of ‘widest measure’ + allow for
(financial/staff) capacity refusal grounds)
• Study on execution MLA requests BE-NL (IRC’s also kept after EIO)
EIO ‘solution’
• mandatory self-restriction by issuing authority? (cfr EAW)
EIO | Mutual recognit ion: the new religion
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consultation & withdrawal possibility in case of doubts about self- restriction
“alternatives” if “same result would be achieved by less intrusive means”
negotiation margin in case of elevate/exceptional costs
especially pushed by EP and Eastern European MS
• strict judicialisation (half a century back in time)
• traditional MS discretion to appoint competent ‘judicial’ authorities
• contemporary landscape blurred anyway (5 additional authorities)
• often built-in authority-flexibility in CoE and EU instruments
• procedural safeguards do not depend on ‘judicial’ authorities, but on respecting 
procedural guarantees
• introduction fundamental rights exception
• Article 6 TEU and Charter
• Azerbaijan contradiction
• introduction legal ‘remedies’
• applicability legal remedies equivalent to those in a similar national case
• except where undermining the need to ensure confidentiality (sic)
EIO | Mutual distrust: the new black 
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traditional MR/EAW exceptions
hardly susrprising: no refusal based on lack of dual criminality
• in EAW cases (32 list, 3 years)
• + for per se available investigative measures (= de facto continuity)
optional refusal where measures are not “allowed” for the offence concerned
• new and good!
• even if counter to MR logic
EIO | Grounds for refusal
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continuity and marginal improvement
• transfer of detainees (both directions)
• video conference hearings
• acquis broadened to suspects/accused
• allowance ‘other’ audivisual means of transmission
• teleconference hearings
• controlled deliveries
• infiltration
• interception of telecommunications
• simplified formulation, decoding/decryption
• information on financial accounts or transactions, and monitoring thereof
• broadened to non-bank financial institutions
EIO | Specif ic investigative measures
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EIO plainly irrelevant, simply continuing forum regit actum (FRA) principle
• FRA break-through at the time (EU2000)
• however: conceptual flaws and weaknesses FRA
• no per se admissibility
• grey zone maintained re lawfulness of evidence
• 1-on-1 solution at best
• fully counter to MR logic
missed momentum | future?
• common minimum standards
• procedural: ECHR-based per investigative measures
• scientific (techniques, staff) | European Forensic Area
• + MR of guarantees
• specific guarantees of a similar national case
• best of two worlds
EIO | No free movement of evidence 
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Discussion | Q&A
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